
Borough
Safety 
campaigns

Exchanging 
places Enforcement

Freight 
activity

More 
information on

Bexley
School cycle 
event no no no no

Bromley

ran 'Bike Blast' 
- awarding 
cyclists 
performing 
well in 
bikeability a 
'cyclists of the 
year' 
competition - 
reinforcing 
cycling skills

no - have 
attended but 
not as useful 
in this area 
with less 
commuter 
cyclists

yes - all road 
users - 
promoting 
driving 
courses also through LCC

mode shift 
initiatives - CH, 
Istructor Training 
Provider 
contracts and 
future 
campaigns and 
initiatives from 
TfL

Camden

HGV utube 
video in 
2010/11

yes and as 
part of other 
events

yes  - 
exchanging 
places ticket 
revoking Driver training 

City of London
Operation 
Atrium

yes - 
frequently yes yes

collision 
statistics 
provided in a 
summarised 
format

Greenwich yes

LB of Hackney

Pit stops' 
which provide 
safety 
information 
and cycle 
maintenance

Harrow no no no

Through West 
London 
Freight 
Partnership

Good examples 
from other 
boroughs

K&C
no - some to 
come yes

yes (15 so 
far)

cycle training 
to freight 
contractor - 1 
session so 
far, FORS 
member

behaviour, 
attitudes of 
cyclists to 
safety, other 
road users to 
cyclists and 
causal factors in 
CSAP

Lambeth

driver training 
programme, 
including 
training drivers 
as cycle 
instructors yes yes  FORS

police tackling 
bad driving and 
enforcement 
activity

Lewisham

cycle 
maintence 
programme for 
adults, DVDs 
on cycle safety yes

Freight 
Quality 
Partnerships, 
cycle training 
to drivers casualty data

Newham Dr Bike yes

cycle tagging 
and bike 
maintenance 
(Dr Bike)

being 
developed 
through CSH

Up to date on 
developments

Richmond

PSHE lessons 
in secondary 
schools yes yes

Business 
engagement 
on 
manslaughter 
Act 2008 and 
occupational 
road risk

analysis of 
common 
casualty themes 
in outer london 
boroughs

Southwark yes
no - not 
FORS current activities

Tower Hamlets Dr Bike yes yes not yet

Wandsworth

HGV/cyclists 
be safe be 
seen 
campaign yes yes some no


